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Many hospitality and travel organizations are already simplifying their operations with digital solutions. 

These technologies -- like key fobs and mobile apps -- add considerable speed and convenience to 

customer service. But fewer companies consider how such digitization might be applied comprehensively 

to their document processes. 

Imagine if you could quickly create professional-looking forms and form templates that could then be 

signed with a few taps on someone’s mobile device. No doubt, your guests would be impressed. You’d 

improve transaction times. You’d also save on printer paper and toner ink, and reduce environmental waste.

Digitally signed and editable PDFs can be the key to unlocking the potential of digitized document 

workflows. With a consolidated, PDF document management system and scan-to-PDF solutions in place, 

you can eradicate up to 75% of hidden labor costs associated with manual data entry, document backlogs 

and employee overtime.1 There are many other benefits to installing a compact PDF solution. Just look at 

what PDFelement has to offer each of your departments:
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See how every department benefits from 
PDFelement

Sales

Accelerate your deals with professional solutions for all 

your sales documents.

Wow buyers with professional-looking proposals

Modify and sign contracts anytime, anywhere & on any 

device

Use custom templates to simplify order form and quote 

creation

Prevent confusion on contracts with comments and 

‘sign-here’ flags

Key Features

eSign+ for signing on 

the go

Customizable forms and 

form templates

Edit text and images 

directly in a PDF

Highlight, strikethrough, 

comment and custom 

stamp tools
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Marketing

Empower your marketing campaigns with robust collateral 

material. Easily remix text, images, video and audio into a 

single cohesive PDF.

Edit text and images directly in a PDF to simplify 

collateral creation

Combine 200+ file types into a single cohesive PDF file

Convert a PDF to any Microsoft file to do heavy revisions 

without losing formatting

Exploit track changes and comments for easy online 

collaboratio

Key features

Edit text and images

eSign+: sign PDFs 

anytime, anywhere

Document conversion 

to and from PDF

Highlight, strikethrough, 

comment and custom 

stamp tools

Finance & Accounting

Tame your daily flood of forms, contracts and reports with 

customizable templates. Use password and redaction tools 

to protect financial information.

Apply nearly unbreakable 256-bit AES encrypted 

password controls for complete document security

Combine 200+ file types into a single cohesive PDF file

Choose from 8000+ templates or customize your own 

form to simplify invoice creation.

Customize stamps to add name, date and time to 

documents

Key Features

Custom form builder 

and templates

Conversion tools: 200+ 

file types into one PDF

Highlight, strikethrough, 

comment and custom 

stamp tools 

Human Resources

Create a ‘clean desk’ work environment free of paper 

clutter.

Use custom templates to fill and finalize employee 

paperwork all online

Ensure HIPAA compliance with encrypted, password 

protected PDFs

Simplify filing and file retrieval via searchable, keyworded 

PDFs

Exploit OCR (Optical Character Recognition) to convert 

scanned legacy paperwork into editable PDFs

Key Features

Electronic signatures

Password protection

Custom form builder

Optical Character 

Recognition (OCR)

•
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The advantages of PDFs are many, which helps explains their widespread use as a document alternative. 

Unlike paper, PDFs can be sent instantly with a few clicks to as many people as you'd like. And unlike 

other digital file formats, PDFs efficiently store various content (e.g., text, graphics, video and audio) while 

retaining the original layout and substance of that content across different OS and devices.

To get the productivity gains to be had with PDFs, your employees will require the tools to modify them. 

Not all PDF solutions on the market are equally-suited to your company, however. So you’ll want to 

consider vendors and products carefully. There are a few criteria you should include in your buying 

decision:

Price: Some PDF solutions, like Adobe Acrobat, are monster trucks: They’re high powered, but also 

come with huge several-Gigabyte install footprints and heavy upkeep costs. Other PDF solutions, like 

PDFelement, in contrast, are much more reasonably priced (not to mention more economically sized). 

For example, our business customers can equip 500 licenses of PDFelement for the same price as 200 

Acrobat licenses.

Of course, there’s always freeware, with the obvious advantage of being free. But such software often 

comes with hidden disadvantages: e.g., poor vendor support, large file sizes, infrequent updates and 

forced installations of adware (i.e., “pesterware”) are just a few issues.

Features: You’ll be able to satisfy most if of an average knowledge worker’s PDF needs with tools to 

edit, create, sign and combine PDFs. It’s also important to have tools to convert PDFs to and from other 
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What to Look for When Picking a PDF Solution

IT

Enjoy easy deployment and a simple UI that maximizes 

end-user value. Never worry about an audit again.

An install size that will consume less than one third the 

memory of Adobe Acrobat

Fewer help requests thanks to a simple Windows-like 

interface

Accelerate PDFelement’s value with its many faqs, 

tutorials, how-to articles, webinars and more

Enjoy full customer support

Key Features

On-demand 

Deployment Wizard

Simple, Windows-like UI

Full-service help center

Password protection

•
•
•
•
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The Bottom Line:

As a hospitality professional, you need a PDF solution that’s built and sized 

right for your company. Many professionals already using PDFelement 

say they appreciate its robust engine, simple licensing and Windows-like 

interface. They also appreciate its versatility: PDFelement is the only other 

document formats, like Excel and Word files, to enable heavy editing or 

use of Excel sheet functions. 

Many PDF solutions, however, come with much more than you need, 

including features like 3D PDF editors that your average knowledge 

worker will never use. To make matters works, these feature-heavy editors 

often possess elaborate menus and cumbersome interfaces. This makes 

navigation annoying, sapping time which would be better spent creating. 

Licensing: PDF solutions operate by a monthly/yearly subscription or 

single-payment model. Sometimes your vendor will let you choose 

between the two options. If you’re an SMB, you’ll ultimately want software 

with a licensing model that’s simple, flexible and fair. That means software 

that won’t slap you with surprise audits or extra charges at end of month. 

Support: A final factor you should take under consideration is the level 

of support your vendor is willing to provide and when you’ll start having 

to pay. For some, free help may stop at the online Faq. PDFelement, 

however, comes with full customer support bundled as part of your single 

license payment. You’ll also have unlimited access to PDFelement’s deep 

database of searchable online material, including recorded webinars, 

tutorials, how-to articles and videos, and more.




